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Seth it’s time for the yearly forecast. Do you want to begin now?
Certainly Mark, What are our talking points for this forecast? (humorously)
We could use the format we used last year and the year before: Social, Political,
Spiritual, Financial. You then gave some warnings about possible negative collective
manifestations. You also gave a typical day in the life of a one of our readers, what they might
notice, the changes etc.
Mark would you like to begin with the financial forecast? I know that many of our readers focus
on that aspect of the forecast…
Sure.
Financial…Very well. A moment…
Your global elite, the enclave that determines the flow of money throughout your world financial
institutions, will continue to solidify their gains at the expense of the average citizen. This holds
true for all of your Earth Mark. To a greater degree in your U.S., however, for you have not
learned your Lessons regarding ceding your Reality Creation authority to others. Thus, you
continue to demand that your political leaders take care of you. The leaders do indeed, then,
pretend to do your bidding.
However, as you are just now beginning to realize, most of these leaders are under the command
of this global elite. This includes your Congress, for the most part, and a great percentage of your
governmental leaders in your various state legislatures, your cities, and so on. I know that I stated
last year that the Visionary Leaders are coming up to guide you in all collectives, from the family
up to the national and global leadership roles. This manifestation, however, is being effectively
diluted by these powers I speak of - the global elite. This group, remember, is energized by the
negative Gestalts of Consciousness we call the Negative Entities. They will not go away quietly.
Look at the few changes that have been made in your U.S. government, for example, with the
new administration and the changes that were promised. Very little has changed and very little
will change for the better – for the ordinary citizen – during the coming year.
Now specifically, we have mentioned in private sessions that your monetary system in the U.S. is
in for some fundamental changes, as the dollar loses credibility in the world markets. We also
mentioned that new forms of barter and trade will be developed as the U.S. dollar becomes less
valuable. This trend will accelerate in the coming year as those hopes of the electorate that
brought into power the new regime, will be replaced with a monetary despair, as the truth of the
matter is revealed. Again specifically, your economy will continue to fall, as the elite plunder

your treasury.
There is hope here, however, in that the average citizen will have the opportunity to see and
judge these corrupt leaders and perhaps dedicate themselves to a true Changing of the Guard.
This cycle we have spoken of in the last two years is well underway, but the most corrupt within
the system are fighting tooth-and-nail to keep their positions. This is becoming apparent even to
those who were once dedicated supporters of the status quo. This cleansing will have
uncomfortable effects on all of you in the U.S. and indeed Europe as you witness how truly selfserving and beholden to the power elite your politicians and other leaders indeed are. 4:08 PM
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The Social Seth?
Certainly, we shall cover your social realm as it develops over the next year. A moment…
Your social structures are not holding. During the next year these institutions will disintegrate
under the forces of societal change. Now all of the realms are connected, as you know, and so as
your financial structures undergo foundational changes, so too will your social structures give
way to monumental change. This is a difficult concept to explain, however I shall try. The
Ancient Wisdom is being remembered by the common citizen, in the U.S.A. and in every country
around the world. This information that is coming up to the surface of awareness is freeing, in the
extreme. It is empowering, empowering to the individual at the expense of the state, you see.
I am assuming that most of the readers of this prophecy are familiar with my precept: you create
your own reality. Let me say that many more millions of you will become intimately aware of
that truth in your very near future. The Ancient Wisdom contains empowered principles such as
this, and other statements of fact that you, as a species, have forgotten for the most part. You
have been conditioned by your society, by your government, by your leaders to believe that the
power lies within the state. 1:10 PM
1:40 PM
As you, the common citizen, feel compelled to take back your power and begin to think for
yourself, the entire dynamic changes. Those in perceived power will attempt to stay in their
positions. However, only the responsive leaders, those that heed the wishes of the people, will be
allowed to stay. Coincidentally, the corrupt leaders will be revealed through their own mistakes.
In other words, their downfall will be at their hand, you might say. The average citizen is
beginning to use the Inner Senses more appropriately at this time. It will therefore be more
difficult for unscrupulous politicians and other leaders to lie their way into office. The gullibility
factor is lessening. The electorate is wising up, quite literally now. I mentioned this trend in one
of my past forecasts.
This growing tendency to speak and act ethically, for the good of all, will become more
pronounced within the general population. As this occurs, leaders will be expected to follow suit.
Now these leaders I am referring to are the Visionary Leaders I have spoken of before. They are
entering leadership positions in all social institutions. This is another difficult concept here but I
shall digress: these humans are not perfect but they are being perfected. They are, for the most
part, tuned-in to their higher centers of awareness. They are on spiritual paths, for the most part,
yet you could call them "generalists" in this regard, for they practice a generalist spirituality. We

will speak of this in the religion section, but the transformation of the spirituality sector of
society continues as the mainstream religions become more faithful, pardon my pun, to the
original tenets of The Christ. 1:50 PM
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It's been a while Seth. Whatever you want to say is OK with me. We will put this forecast out
today if we can finish it.
Excellent Mark. I work well under deadlines. (humorously)
Now the information I have given you thus far remains true in probability. These changes will
most probably occur in your physical reality. However, I would enjoy adding a bit to the
financial appraisal we created in December of last year. I realize that some of our readers look
to my predictions as they implement their investment strategies. I hope we have helped you over
the last three years. We did forecast the fall of the world markets, your Wall Street, and the
subsequent "recovery" of Wall Street in the first half of last year. The forecast for 2010 will be
less encouraging, however. For even though your media will proclaim a profound economic
recovery beginning in the first quarter, in truth, these gains will be only temporary, tied to aspects
of the market that can be easily manipulated by your power elite, you see.
These leaders perceive the despair that is building within the general population and they feel
obliged to give you some "good news" to keep you satisfied. These positive reports will be
diversionary. At this time you would do better to take your own Inner Senses appraisal of the
financial health of your country. This good news will be proffered to the public in the hopes of
“wagging the dog,” to coin a phrase. By pretending to document an economic recovery, the
powers that be hope to initiate one, even as they continue to loot your treasury. These leaders
respect the collective consciousness of the people, in that, they realize what damage may be done
by pushing your too far in the financial realm. They do not want a revolution on their hands if
they can avoid it. Thus, from all points of the financial kingdom, the economic recovery will be
extolled and many people will believe this, even though their personal finances may be in
deepening chaos. Those of you awakening at this time will not believe and act on this
information. You will keep to your own assessments of the markets and act accordingly. The
“economic recovery” will not occur until the following year. That is all I am allowed to say on
this matter. 1:00 PM
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Spiritual Seth? Generalists?
Yes Mark, there is better news for you in the spiritual domain. Even as the losses are felt within
the other domains of existence, the spiritual is strengthened and enlarged. It is a cliché, however
it remains true, that the human turns to the spiritual in times of insecurity and Lack. You are
motivated to look for answers elsewhere, in other words, when you see your social institutions
failing on all levels. Your culture is disintegrating in a cataclysm of consumerism, if I may make
my humble rhyme here. It is so apparent to you now, as the monetary stream slows to a trickle for
many of you, that something is fundamentally wrong. Naturally you turn to the spiritual.
Naturally you attempt to invoke the higher centers of awareness for advice, direction, comfort,
and so on. 11:20 AM

11:25 AM
We affirm in the new books that millions of you are awakening in your timeframe. What we
mean by this, is that, regardless of religious upbringing, regardless of race, sex, temperament and
other attributes of personality and physiology, many millions of you are becoming aware of the
Ancient Wisdom. This information is, indeed, the only thing that really matters, in a sense, for it
is the code of manifestation in your system. This is why I refer to these awakening masses as
generalists, you see. The Ancient Wisdom, the perennial philosophy, whatever you wish to call it,
is the basis of ALL religions, all spiritual practices throughout your history. Thus, as the healing
influences of The Christ Entity, of the Buddha Entity, of the Great Spirit Entity, once again
transform the spiritual landscape of humanity, perceived differences between the religions of the
world, for example, and between individual practitioners of the faiths, fade into the background.
The tenets of the Masters are being remembered by the masses. The main philosophical tenet,
remember, is Love with a capital L. It does not get more simple or general than that, I'm certain
you will agree here. And so, I predict (humorously) a dramatic increase in Love with a capital L
within the spiritual domain of humanity, generally. As this occurs, and you begin to manifest
Loving understanding for your fellow humans and for yourself, ALL of the other domains are
brought up via the Resonance Phenomenon. All of the domains we explore in our books and in
this forecast are improved by the Lover of humanity expressing this Love within their individual
Personal Realities. Shall we continue with the Forecast?
Sure Seth. Can I have a break for Breakfast
You are the boss Mark. (humorously) 11:32 AM
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Ready Seth?
Yes, Mark. I thought we could speak of countries other than the U.S. In our last forecast we
spoke of the financial ties between nations serving to bring down those nations together as the
markets failed. This indeed occurred, and those countries deeply connected with U.S. interests
are now nursing their wounds and considering less-than-dependent relationships with America.
In the coming year, this trend will continue as Europe attempts to disengage from the harmful
practices of the U.S. and instead focus on their own Union. Protectionist strategies will prevail in
Europe. This will have a beneficial effect on the EU economies as the participating countries
become more self-serving. Now as your U.S. continues to waste the majority of their resources
on wars around the world, the EU will become less militaristic. They will disengage from their
participation in America’s wars and focus on their own needs. As the U.S. diminishes in power,
the EU cultivates their own power and becomes more efficient by not wasting money and energy
on war.
China is another matter. As I said in my last forecast, this country is ascending on the
international stage on all levels. They will be the new superpower as the U.S. continues to waste
their money on the several wars. In 2010 China will continue to gain power in the markets, in
terms of real wealth, in technology, and in other domains where the U.S. was once supreme.

Shall I comment on possible negative mass events, as I did in the last three forecasts?
Yes, if you would. Thanks.
Your secret government that we commented on in the last forecast is quite active currently and
this force will challenge the Federal government in 2010. They are working openly now and have
their own voice within the global media. For the average citizen it may be difficult to tell the
difference between the news reports from your valid governing institutions and your shadow
government. There will be more attempts to disrupt and terrorize the citizens of the U.S. and
indeed of the people in all countries where the secret government has established itself. This is
all I can say on this topic for now.
Thanks Seth. Can you say more about the political realm? And then an average day for the
citizen of the planet?
Yes, as I said, the Visionary Leader will reveal themselves within all groups. These humans will
distinguish themselves from the status quo leaders that have brought you to the brink of disaster.
There will be a clear choice for you in the U.S., then, between those who have your best interests
at heart, and those who do not. It will become obvious, as I said. It will be embarrassingly
obvious as the status quo leaders meet their fate at the ballot box. That is all.
Now the average day… A moment. All of you are awakening at this time. As you receive more
information from the Logos, you begin to see the disparity between what you are told and what is
the truth of the matter. You indeed begin to realize that you have been lied to by authority figures
within all institutions. This remembering of the Ancient Wisdom contains a sobering element,
then, that may be difficult for some of you to take. It is disappointing to receive proof that
everything you know about everything in your reality is changing. All is awakening at this time.
As this occurs, you may feel as though the very ground beneath your feet will give way, to be
replaced by something else. It can be very disconcerting, to say the least.
As consciousness knows itself within every aspect of the human experiment on your Earth, the
concept of humanness will of necessity change, adapt to the new circumstances. We continuously
ask our readers to “go with the flow,” in their experimentation with physical reality. That is my
advice now. Do not resist these energies of transformation. Go with the flow of manifestation,
certainly, and remember to proffer to the positive at all times. The Shift, the remembering of the
Ancient Wisdom, the Changing of the Guard, all of these phenomena are the exterior effects of
interior processes. These processes are fueled by the cumulative energies of the average citizens
of the Earth. The mass transformation of the cultures of the world is first felt within the
individual, you see. If the individual resists, the transformation stalls somewhat. Better to, as I
said, go with the flow of manifestation without resistance. Allow the new energies to come into
your consciousness to heal and to strengthen you. Pass it on to your fellow citizens, also. Be a
conduit for the establishing of the New World in your reality. That will be all for now.
Good luck.
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